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Don’t let heavy documentation demands impact productivity, costs or client 
service. Dragon Professional Group offers a faster and more efficient way to 
create documents, spreadsheets, and presentations, or fill out form-based 
reports—in the office or on the road—all by voice. Use robust transcription to 
turn voice files into text quickly and easily. Or user powerful voice commands to 
short-cut steps or streamline repetitive processes. With a next-generation speech 
engine leveraging Nuance Deep Learning technology, Dragon achieves high 
recognition accuracy while dictating, even for users with accents or those working 
in open office or mobile environments.  

Work better, faster and smarter with accurate 
dictation and transcription.

Speed and simplify document creation.
Dictate documents 3 times faster than typing with 99% recognition accuracy, 
right from the first use. And since documents are created in a fraction of the time it 
would typically take typing by hand, you spend less time on paperwork and more 
time on profitable tasks.

Streamline repetitive or manual processes.
Having to type repetitive content or perform multi-step tasks is a drain on 
productivity. With its powerful voice command capabilities, Dragon makes it easy 
to automate these tasks. For example, create custom voice commands to insert 
standard boilerplate text or signatures into documents. Or create time-saving 
macros to automate multi-step workflows by voice. 

Add custom words to meet your business needs.
While Dragon comes with an expansive built-in vocabulary, it can also be 
personalized to include the industry-specific terms or acronyms you use daily. 
Add custom words or word lists to achieve even higher dictation accuracy, and 
faster document turnaround.   

Eliminate or reduce transcription time and costs. 
Reduce dependencies on outsourced transcription services, or eliminate 
transcription bottlenecks. Using Dragon, employees are able to transcribe 
recorded notes or voice files of another single speaker into text quickly and easily 
back at the PC. Dragon’s Auto Transcribe Folder Agent (ATFA) also makes it easy 
to transcribe batch files of audio recordings for additional time and cost savings.  
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Improve 
documentation 
productivity.
Create high-quality documentation, faster and 
more efficiently, while saving time and money, with 
Nuance® Dragon® Professional Group.  

Benefits at-a-glance
 – Achieve faster documentation 
turnaround—in the office and on 
the go

 – Work quickly and accurately by 
voice within the latest business 
applications

 – Eliminate the need for costly 
transcription services or inefficient 
manual processes 

 – Improve your business reputation 
with faster turnaround of high-quality 
documentation

 – Create time-saving voice commands 
to streamline repetitive tying or multi-
step workflows

 – Reduce repetitive stress injuries 
and create documents or perform 
computer tasks—all by voice

System requirements
 – Windows 7, 8.1, 10 (32- and 64-bit), 
Windows Server 2008 R2, Server 
2012 R2, and Server 2016 (64-bit)

 – RAM: Minimum 4GB
 – An Internet connection for product 
download and automatic product 
activation (a quick anonymous 
process)

Single-user license

http://www.speakeasysolutions.com/products/dragon/pc-specifications/
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Get documents done from anywhere. 
Dragon’s seamless synchronization across PCs, iOS® and Android™ devices 
through the cloud means you can keep up with work from any location. Use 
Dragon on popular touchscreen PCs, or sync with Dragon Anywhere Individual, 
Nuance’s cloud-based, professional-grade mobile dictation solution and get 
documents done anytime, anywhere. 

Enjoy advanced usability for additional efficiency gains.
Advanced usability features make Dragon even faster and easier to use. This 
includes simplified microphone choosing options, an improved user interface and 
helpful guidance, to a correction only mode that can be turned on for post-editing 
situations. 

Benefit from roaming profiles.
With roaming profile, it’s easy to back up and use your Dragon profile from any 
computer. Store user settings such as custom words, custom commands, and 
PowerMic settings and start dictating on any shared PC. 

Work in Citrix® virtualized environments.
Deploy on Citrix XenApp® or Citrix XenDesktop® servers where the target 
application resides, enabling users to dictate from workstations that do not have 
Dragon installed on them. 

To learn more about Dragon Professional Group, call 1-888-964-9109  or visit:  
www.speakeasysolutions.com (Canada only). 

About Speakeasy Solutions.
Speakeasy Solutions is dedicated to providing you with personal, professional, and honest service.  We strive to 
maintain long-term relationships with our clients, providing expert support and information to maximize the use of 
dictation technologies.
Quickly discover how speech recognition (also referred to as voice recognition), and digital voice dictation and 
transcription solutions enhance your day-to-day operations and increase productivity.

http://www.speakeasysolutions.com/products/dragon/dragon-professional-group/
http://www.speakeasysolutions.com/

